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Bicycle Flip Clock lnstruction
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Open the battery and install the battery according direction

USAGE NOTICE

; The direction of the battery must be installed correcfly.

Please change the batteries every 4months.in case of damage the clock.
) Non-professionals do not dismantle this product. Finding a plofessional to replace

the battery; otherwise, the occurrence of any consequence to be at your own risk.) Children use under adult supervision.

) Please don't use the batteries that not in conformity with the voltage.

WARRANTY TERMS:
1'Tested to confirm the quality of the product itself caused problems, the company will
repair free of charge

2.The following, not in the scope of free maintenance

(1).Products under non-work environment caused by failure or damage(such as temperature
and humidity is higher, electromagnetic interference, voltage instability, etc.);
(2).As the damage caused by improper use, including being immersed in water, broke, hard
collisions are not included in the scope of this wananty policy.

(31.Witnout the authorization by, the unauthorized removal or repairdamage
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- Usage Direction:

1. Battery installationopen the battery cover to insert 2M battery according to
the positive and negativeindicated direcilon, then close the cover.

2. Time adjustment
Set clock to the correct time by turning the time adjustor as arrow indication.

Attention:
(1) Don't rotate adjustor in opposite direction, othenrvise it will affect clock ticking and

damage the clock.
(2)Please make 1 minute earlier than the exact time(for example,time now is 10:10,
you should adjust time to 10:11).

ACCURAY OPERATING

TEMPERATURE MNGE
BATTERY

BATTERY LIFE
Average monthly
difference + 90' seconds

-10 C-+50C 2M
about4 months
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